DIMERTEST®
Manual Latex Agglutination Test for D-dimer

It’s as easy as....

1. Add 1 drop of DD-3B6/22 latex
2. Add 1 drop of patient plasma
3. Mix and incubate

Read!

Negative                     Positive
(Qualitative Method)

The most accurate and sensitive XL-FDP / D-dimer test that can be performed inside or outside of the clinical laboratory
Accurate, Reliable, Low Cost

• D-dimer evaluation in three minutes
• No instrumentation required
• Perfect for emergency departments and stat situations where immediate D-dimer results are needed

Measures Only the Cross Linked Fibrin Degradation Products – (XL-FDP) D-dimer

• Utilizes monoclonal antibody, DD-3B6/22 highly specific for D-dimer¹,²
• No cross-reactivity with intact fibrinogen³
• Over 250 published studies referencing DD-3B6/22 make it the ‘Gold Standard’ for in vitro quantitation of XL-FDP / D-dimer

References:


Prepare serial dilutions of the test plasma with Buffer.

Add 20µL of each diluted patient plasma or one drop of control (normal or abnormal) inside the circle, next to the latex reagent.

Place one drop of latex reagent within a circle on the test card.

Add 20µL of each diluted patient plasma or one drop of control (normal or abnormal) inside the circle, next to the latex reagent.

Mix the sample (or control) and latex reagent with the stirrer provided.

Gently rock the test card back and forth for 3 minutes then examine the reagent and sample in the circle.

Determine XL-FDP / D-dimer levels based upon agglutination pattern.
DIMERTEST® DLHK7 Kit Contains:

- Latex reagent – 1 x 2.0mL dropper bottle, white cap
- Positive control – 1 x 0.6mL dropper bottle, yellow cap
- Negative control – 1 x 0.6mL dropper bottle, black cap
- Buffer solution – 1 x 20mL vial
- Test cards – 10 each with 8 test circles
- Plastic stirrers – 60, for mixing
- Instructions for Use with qualitative and quantitative methods

Ordering Information:

DIMERTEST® Latex Kit (60 tests) (REF DLHK7) IVD
DIMERTEST® Latex Vial (60 tests) (REF DLHR9) IVD
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